June 11, 2007
FACT SHEET
Federal Funding for the Cancer Clinical Trials Cooperative Group Program
On May 22, 2007, the US cancer cooperative groups received notice from their sponsor, the National Cancer
Institute (NCI), that program budgets for fiscal year 2007 (FY07) will remain stable at the FY06 base level
instead of a 10% reduction as indicated in November 2006. This decision represents the first time since 2003
that cooperative group funding has not been reduced. In follow-up action, on June 4th, the NCI notified the
groups that an additional $4M will be provided in FY07 for supplemental support to high accruing sites. This
action is consistent with a recommendation made earlier by the NCI’s Clinical Trials Working Group.

The groups are the US engine for cancer clinical trials, with 8,000+ participating oncology clinicians in 1,700+
sites nationwide. Sites range in size from community hospitals and practices to large academic institutions and
comprehensive cancer centers. They are responsible for major advances in cancer treatment; according to the
American Society of Clinical Oncology, in 2005 and 2006, the groups published results from sixteen pivotal
studies improving the standard of care in various types of cancer.1, 2 Nearly half of all federally funded cancer
treatment trials in the US are conducted by the groups. They enroll nearly half (25,000) of ALL cancer patients in
the US who participate in treatment trials, and monitor about 150,000 patients annually in follow-up care.

The cooperative groups are almost entirely dependent upon NCI funding. While they receive some private
sector grants to support ancillary programs, the majority of their funding is from the NCI, whose funding for the
program increased from $97M in FY98 to $162M in FY02, and has since fallen steadily to $146M in FY06.

Coalition Position: The system is strained by successive budget cuts since 2003, followed by a recent sixmonth period of uncertainty while the further 10% reduction was considered. Immediate stabilization of NCI
funding at the FY06 level was needed to halt the cuts. Due to unique grant cycles, each of the groups were in
varying stages of closing trials, decreasing staff, and disbanding work in certain areas. Now that the NCI has
given clear direction on the status of FY07 funding, the groups are working together to assess the overall impact
the period of uncertainty has caused across the system. Ultimately, a reversal of the downward trend and an
increase in funding is needed to keep pace with the rising costs of clinical research and the greater number of
new molecules and compounds that need to be tested and brought through development to cancer patients.
###
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